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Abstract 

This study investigates the potential impact an ethernet bridge based Network Intrusion 

Detection System (NIDS) would have upon network performance. Three operating systems( 

OpenBSD, FreeBSD and Linux) were used to test three bridges. The impact of these bridges 

on network performance while running a NIDS Snort in various modes of data capture was 

evaluated. The results from this study reveal that an operating system bridge supporting a 

Network Intrusion Detection Systems sensor will have a significant impact upon network 

performance. 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this research project is to assess the suitability of an ethernet bridge as a 

location for a Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) sensor [18]. This would enable the 

sensor to be located at any point on the network solving the problem of location and traffic 

visibility. One disadvantage of this type of system is the potential impact on network 

performance. 

This project has evaluated the bridging performance of two open source operating 

systems Linux and FreeBSD.  It has also tested the impact upon network performance 

when these bridges are running a lightweight NIDS Snort [1] and the ability of Snort to 

detect ‘attack’ packets whilst under a heavy traffic load [10]. 

Only three operating systems have been identified as capable of supporting bridging. These 

are Linux, OpenBSD and FreeBSD. Due to the poor performance of OpenBSD in early tests 

OpenBSD was not tested with a NIDS [15]. 

The testing software was Netpipe. Netpipe has been selected due to the reliability of its 

testing algorithms, the fact it calculates latency as well as throughput and provides variance 

values for the throughput figure. For the testing of the Network Intrusion Detection system in 

alert mode it was desirable to have the NIDS raising alerts, thus placing some load on the 

system [16]. For this reason Netpipe was modified to send both TCP and UDP packets 

designed to appear like attack packets. Four different packets were used, two TCP and two 

UDP. The first TCP packet was designed to imitate a probe of the test. cgi application, a once 

commonly used application used to test the cgi implementation on a webserver. This TCP 

packet contained a http packet with the following request GET /test_cgi?passwd.html. If this 

packet was delivered to a webserver it is unlikely that it would cause any problems, however 

it should be detected by a NIDS [14] as it contains the words test_cgi and passwd.  

The second TCP packet has both the SYN and FIN flags set.  This should never occur in 

practice as SYN is used to create a TCP connection and FIN is used to end a connection, it is 

not possible to create and to end a connection with the one packet.  Packets with both the 
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SYN and FIN flags set are commonly used to probe systems in order to identify the operating 

system [2]. Any packet with both the SYN and FIN flags set should cause a NIDS to raise an 

alert [17]. 

Figure 1. Latency 

The UDP packets are designed to use source and destination ports that should not be used 

by harmless traffic.  The first UDP packet has a source port of 53, this is the port at which a 

DNS server would normally listen on.  However no traffic should be coming from this port. 

The second packet has a source port of 11011 and a destination port of 555. These ports are 

commonly used by a number of trojan programs including Phase Zero, iNi Killer and Stealth 

Spy. 

The ‘attack’ packets are transmitted after each iteration of the throughput packet 

transmission.  As mentioned earlier each throughput calculation is based upon the time 

taken to transfer packets of the same size for a duration of approximately 0.5 seconds.  

 

2. System Design 

The physical configuration of the testing system conforms to the second design 

recommended by RFC 2544 [3]. This system requires two testing machines, a sender and 

receiver either side of the device under test (DUT). By separating the sender and receiver 

maximum throughput is achieved, and the possibility of either test device influencing the 

other is reduced. Each device is linked by a cat 5 crossover cable, and this allows direct 

connections between two ethernet devices without using a interconnection device such as a 

hub or switch. For baseline tests (where the DUT was not part of the system) a single 

crossover cable was used to directly link the sender and receiver.  

Each operating system was installed on a different hard drive within the same system 

and was physically connected for a test. 

Linux 

The Debian 2.2 (potato) distribution of Linux was used for the bridge, however the kernel 

was upgraded to 2.4.10. [13] Only the most basic applications were installed on the system. 

Bridging in Linux is controlled by brctl [4]. The bridge was configured in the most basic 

manner, a bridge br0 was created and both ethernet cards bound to it.  

Graph 1 - Latency
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FreeBSD 

As with Linux a minimum installation of FreeBSD 4.1.1 was made [12]. A custom kernel 

was compiled in order to support bridging and remove unneeded drivers [5]. Starting the 

bridge in FreeBSD simply required a single system call (sysctl -w net.link.ether.bridge=1), 

which was made manually each time the system was booted. 

OpenBSD 

Again a custom kernel was compiled for OpenBSD using kernel version 2.9[6]. Bridging 

in OpenBSD was started automatically with a script. During the testing process it was found 

that the network devices were failing to auto negotiate their connection and frequently 

dropped from 100mbps to 10mbps.  In order to ensure this connection was maintained at 

100mbps both devices were configured to a 100mbps full duplex connection using ifconfig. 

(ifconfig de0 media 100baseTX mediaopts full-duplex). 

Snort [11] 

Snort was compiled and installed on both operating systems from the compressed file 

available for download from www.snort.org. The version used for all tests is 1.8.2. 

Identical configuration files and signature libraries are used on all systems. Only alert 

rules are used in the libraries, this means that no logging of packets made, unless the 

packet matches a known attack signature. 

 

3. Testing Process 

Two tests were used to evaluate the network performance. The first test was a half-duplex 

test and the second a full-duplex test. For the half duplex test Netpipe was run as a sender on 

one system and receiver on the other. As Netpipe transmits a packet to the receiver and waits 

until it is returned before sending the next one there is only traffic travelling in one direction 

on the network at any time during the test. In order to ensure both copies of Netpipe start 

simultaneously, scripts were written to start the test and both tests were scheduled using “at”. 

Each testing system had it system time synchronised with a separate system using the rdate 

(remote date) function. This ensured that both applications were started at the same time. 

Scripts were written to ensure that the configuration of Netpipe was identical for each test. 

 

4. Latency 

Graph 1 - Latency of all systems 

Latency is calculated by measuring the delay for traffic to be sent from to the sender to the 

reciever and then returned.  As the sender and reciever are in close proximity (4m) the latency 

times will be low. 

It is clear that using the bridges increases latency. The operating system with the lowest 

impact is FreeBSD, even when performing a full capture the latency is 0.00006s. This is a 

increase in latency of 82% over a direct connection and a increase of 46% over a specialised 

networking device. On the other hand the Intel switch increased latency by 24% when 

replacing a direct connection. 

OpenBSD 

The most surprising result was the poor performance of OpenBSD, with a increase in 

latency of 473%. OpenBSD also performed poorly in the throughput tests when acting as a 

bridge only.  
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FreeBSD 

One interesting result of these tests is the low impact of running a IDS on FreeBSD [8, 9]. 

On both of these systems the IDS had a very small impact upon the latency of the system. 

FreeBSD was the best performer in this area with a increase in latency of 5.3% between the 

system bridging only and running a full packet capture. When FreeBSD was running Snort in 

alert mode only the increase in latency was 3.5%.  

Linux 

Snort operating on Linux increased latency by 13% in full capture mode and 4.8% in alert 

mode. This performance was well below that of FreeBSD. Furthermore the impact of Snort 

on this system was the inverse of FreeBSD. While enabling a full capture on FreeBSD lead to 

a 1.8% increase in latency compared to running Snort in alert more. On Linux there was a 

8.2% increase in latency when Snort was running in full capture mode, compared to running 

Snort in alert mode.  

 

 

Figure 2. Data throughput, Bridging only 

5. Throughput 

The results from the throughput measurements have been represented using four 

different graphs. Throughput is measured both in terms of number of frames per second 

or data per second, where data is measured in megabits (1,000,000 bits). These 

throughput measurements can be graphed relative to packet size (bytes) or test duration 

(seconds). On the throughput by packet size graphs each point on this graph is 

distributed evenly (not relatively) along the x axis. The result of this is that the increase 

in throughput appears to be occurring in a approximately linear manner. The benefit of 

this graph is that differences between results of different systems are more apparent.  

Throughput in terms of data per second is measured and recorded by Netpipe. The frame 

rate has been calculated based upon the packet size and throughput, using the following 

formula in microsoft excel.  

Frame rate = throughput/packet size * ((packet size / 1500) rounded up to the nearest integer) 

* 1000000 

This formula accounts for a maximum frame payload size of 1500bytes. If the packet 

size is greater than 1500B then the packet must be divided across multiple frames . 
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Figure 3. Frame throughput, Bridging only 

6. Impact of Bridge on Network Performance 

The results from this research indicate that the level of impact varies depending upon the 

operating system.  Of the operating systems investigated FreeBSD has the least impact and 

OpenBSD has the greatest impact. There is also a difference between the type of performance 

impact between different operating systems.  FreeBSD has less impact on high frame rates 

(offered load of 27271.6fps to 23275.3fps) than either Linux or OpenBSD. However Linux 

has better performance on medium to high levels of data throughput (offered load of 

16.77Mbps to 86.04Mbps).  

The impact of operating system bridges differs from the impact of the dedicated 

networking device tested, an Intel InBusiness 8 port switch. The switch was able to support 

both high frame and data throughput with little impact. The greatest impact on throughput (a 

reduction in throughput of 35.33%) occurs as packet size approaches maximum frame size, 

before fragmentation occurs at the network layer. As the level of fragmentation increases (as 

packet size increases above 1500bytes) the impact of the switch on throughput decreases. 

The pattern of impact on throughput caused by the switch differs from the pattern of 

impact of the operating system bridges. As with the switch all of the bridges tested showed 

maximum impact upon throughput when packet size was smaller than the maximum size of 

the ethernet frames (maximum transfer unit (MTU)). However the impact upon throughput of 

the bridges is roughly linear (between -42.8% to 43.8% for FreeBSD and Linux and between 

-52% and 60.35% for OpenBSD) until fragmentation begins to occur (i.e. packet size starts to 

exceed 1500bytes). Once fragmentation begins the impact of the bridges starts to reduce.  At 

this point the Linux bridge caused a reduction in throughput of 1.65% and the FreeBSD 

bridge 1.86%. At this point the OpenBSD bridge caused a reduction in throughput of 33.21%. 

Due to the significant overall impact of the OpenBSD bridge on network performance the 

decision was made that a OpenBSD bridge would not be a suitable platform for a NIDS 

sensor.  

The cause of the different manner of impact of different bridges upon network 

performance was beyond the scope of this study. However it would appear from the 

results that the limiting factor in all systems was the number of frames per second each 

device could process. At high levels of data throughput the performance of the Linux 

and FreeBSD bridges approached the performance of the Intel InBusiness switch. It is 
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possible that if higher quality network cards were used a higher frame throughput could 

be achieved and the impact of these devices upon network performance could be 

reduced.  
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7. Relevance of Results to a Production Network 

Determining the impact these results would have on a ‘real life’ network is 

challenging. The offered network load is not consistent with a traffic flow on a 

production network.  In a production network the traffic would be far more bursty, and 

packets of different sizes would be transmitted in different sequences. The type of 

traffic would also be determined by the location of the bridge. A bridge placed between 

a LAN and the internet would experience different loads than a bridge placed between a 

server and the LAN.  Despite this the results from these tests  can be used as a indication 

of the impact on network performance of a bridge based Network Intrusion Detection 

System. Firstly it is clear that the device would have some impact upon network 

performance. Latency would increase and at low levels of data throughput total 

throughput would be reduced. The level of impact would be determined by the 

operating system used for the bridge and the manner in which Snort (or another NIDS) 

was configured to detect network intrusions. 

 

8. Conclusion 

The results from this project indicate that an operating system bridge supporting a Network 

Intrusion Detection Systems sensor will have a significant impact upon network performance. 

The level of impact is dependent upon the operating system used, amount of traffic collected 

by the NIDS sensor and type of traffic forwarded to the bridge. 

If the performance of the bridging abilities of either Linux, FreeBSD or OpenBSD 

can be improved there is a high likelihood that a NIDS sensor could be located on a 

bridge with minimum impact upon network performance However the current bridging 

performance of Linux, FreeBSD and OpenBSD is not sufficient to support a NIDS 

sensor. 
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